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Jn the Writings of Francis of fusisi' there is a letter written by the saint to

I Brother Anthony of Padua in answer to a question being insistently
Iraised by the young Order of Friars Minor, which had elected to
proclaim and bear witness to the Gospel. In the Later Rule Fruncis had
written that those who were illiterate should not be anxious to learn.' On the
other hand, examination and approval was required for those engaged in
preaching.'

In 1223, at the time of the afproval of the Rule,r Brother Anthony
was preaching in Italy,' as he would later do in France where he would also
be custodian in L226.In his very short letter Brother Francis gives his placet
to the desire of the brothers in Bologna that Anthony teach them theology.
The letter appears in various forms in the many manuscripts. This suggests
the freedom exercised by secretaries and the problem of faithfully reporting
what at first may have been merely an oral reply, seeing that Francis was no

I 

Fonti francescane (FF), Padua 1 986, .no s. 2 5 I -2 5 2.

'LR X, "The Admonition and Correction of the Brothers."

'LR Ix, "Preachers."
tlonorius III, bull Solet annuere, November 29,7223.
tHe is thought to have stayed at the friary of S. Maria della Pugliola, near

Bologna.
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longer acting minister general, even though he enjoyed the full authority of
founder and saint.

1. The Problem ofAuthenticity
A century ago, Paul Sabatier, the great scholar of the writings of St.

Francis, expressed a negative opinion on the letter's authenticity.u He
justified this assertion by the contrast between this placet and the outlook of
the poor and humble Francis, who tended to be suspicious of learning and
study. Moreover, the letter is not found in the Franciscan manuscripts
before 1400,' and the transcriptions vary. Therefore the original letter-if
there was a letter-was certainly not what had been transmitted and
transcribed by the memory of the brothers. It is too far removed from the
simplicity of the man who called himself "stupid."* Besides Sabatier, scholars
of the Franciscan Middle Ages, both friars and lay, lrere divided into
opponents and supporters of the letter's authenticity.'

Is it by Francis? Does it express his thinking? A century of debate
and research has led to two answers.

a) Afirst anyuer

A first answer may be had from studying the texts that deal with the
person of Anthony of Lisbon (later of Padua) and his relationship with
Francis of fusisi. St. Anthony is remembered as an excellent speaker.
Celano"' speal<s of Brother Anthony to whom God gave an understanding of
Sacred Scripture and the gift of preaching Christ to all the people with
words sweeter than honey. He is referring to the episode where St. Francis
appeared to the brothers as they were listening during the Chapter of Arles

nsabatier, P., Vie de St. Frangois d'Assise, Paris 1894; Sabatier, P., "Examen
de quelques travaux r6cents sur les opuscules de St. Frangois," in Op. Crit. Hist. ll
(1904) tt7-61.

'This is the argument ex silentio; but he is forgetting that there is also an
oral madition to be kept in mind.

*Although 
Francis was a cleric and able to recite the Divine Office with the

clerics, he said that he was illiterate, cfr. Testament22.In the Letter to the Entire
Order he had acknowledged his deficiencies, calling himself "ignorant and stupid";
cfr. also lC 120; 2C l4l; LMaj V.

'Among the opponents were O. Bonmann, "De authenticitate epistulae s.

Francisci ad s. Antonium Patavinum," in AFH 45 (1952) 474-92; J. Toussart,
Antonias aon Padaa. Vervuch einer kritiscbm Biographie, Cologne 1967, 305-16;
favoring its authenticity were Mariano da Alari, Clausen, Epping, Cambell, Esser,
Manselli, Felder, G. Abate with his "S. Antonio maestro di sacra Teologia" (in S.

Antonio Donore delln Cbiesa, Vatican City 1947), and others.
t"lc 48.
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in 1224-25. St. Francis appeared to them lifted up in the air with his arrns
extended in the form of a cross, blessing those present as they listened to
Anthony. Celano later repeats that Brother Monaldo saw and reported the
vision, which was seen by all the brothers present." Bonaventure also
mentions it in the Major Legend " and presents Anthony as "now a glorious
confessor of Christ." FIe mentions it again in the Minor Legend." Thus
Francis knows, admires and approves of Anthony's preaching.

In rwo of the Linle Floanrs the image of Anthony is very carefully
described as linked to that of St. Francis. The first episode'* speaks of
Anthony, "that wonderful vessel of the Holy Spirit," disciple and companion
of St. Francis, inflamed by the Spirit as he speaks before the pope in a
consistory. The adverbs used indicate the saint's manner of speaking:
effectively, devoutly, subtly, sweetly, clearly, understandably. The pope,
after hearing him, declares that the preacher is the "Ark of the Covenant and
the Library of Holy Scripture." The second episode" recounts Anthony,s
sermon in Rimini addressed to the fish: "Listen to the Word of God, you
fish." The fish rush to hear him and the episode converts some heretics- St.
Anthony is also mentioned in another text,'u in which a brother who is
ashamed to wear the rough habit sees a vision of rwo brothers "adorned with
glory": Francis and Anthony. The presence of Anthony next to Francis in
heaven is also mentioned by Celano." Francis appears and cures Brother
Roberto; he is seen with three brothers famous for their holiness, the first
being Anthony. This incident is also recounted later by Bonavenrure.'*

From these texts of the Franciscan tradition there emerges the
person of Anthony who preaches, possesses the Spirit of the Lord, who is a

saint and always with St. Francis. In this setring the letter is possible.

Historically speaking, we know that Anthony really did know
Francis. Even if it was not until the chapter of 1227 that he was elected
provincial minister, he took part in the chapter of I22L, the Chapter of
Mats." According to the Chronicles,"' h. was also present in 1230 when the
Poverello's body was transferred to the new basilica in fusisi.

"3c 3.

"Lli.[ai rv, lo.
"LMin fV, Fourth Lesson.

'*LFl i9.
"LFl 40.

'nLFl20.
"lc 116.

"LMaj, Miracles VII, 1.

"From the Chapter of Mats , held in May 1221, Brother Graziano took
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b) A second argarnent

A second argument in favor of the existence of the letter is the
Church's position on the subject of preaching. The Fourth Lateran Council
(1215), at which Innocent III presided and which the future Gregory IX also
attended, had established clear nonns with regard to preaching (Canons 10,
11, 27). It ordered bishops to preach personally to their faithful, to
commission priests in the parishes for this office, and also to train and
examine for this task suitable monks, men exemplary in word and deed,
excluding laity or preachers not approved." The Church had a deep fear of
heresy, and the call for preaching by members of the religious movements
had to be watched so as to avoid abuses or errors. fu a result of these
provisions, the Franciscan Rule mentions limitations on preaching and the
need for preachers to be examined. St. Anthony, who came from outside the
Franciscan structure, was given the authority to prepare the preachers in
Bologna, after which they would need to be approved by the general
minister, and only much later also by the provincial ministers. Thus Brother
Francis's letter to Brother Anthony is in keeping with what was happening
in the life of the Church at the time.

But its timeliness does not prove its presence. Here we must
proceed to another source of information that direcdy concerns St.
Anthony: the legends or first Vitae in which the brothers from Padua
recorded the essential features of the saint's life. It should be noted that they
are almost all direct witnesses or careful gatherers of information, and
almost all assert the letter's presence." The oldest manuscripts are from the
fifteenth centu{i they become more numerous in the sixteenth2' and we find
them in many places where the brothers lived and worked. We also find the
letter translated into German, English and French, naturally with a variety

Anthonywith him to the hermitage of Monte Paolo.

"'chrTE )oII.
"Conciliorum Oecumenicorum Decreta, Bologna 197 3, 21 5 -l 6, 224.

"Neither the ,*sidua (L232) nor the Rigald.ina speak of it, but we find it
cited in the later transcriptions of these Vitae after 1100. One explicit mention is in
rhe Liber miraculorum. of 1367, in which attention is drawn to the fact that Brother
Anthony not only preached but wrote the Serrnonr,s, at the request of the brothers
themselves. There is also a reference to certain doctors in Padua and Bologna who
claim to have been at Anthony's school.

"Cfr. K. Esser, Gli scritti di san Francesco d'Assisi, nuova ediz. critica e
versione italiana, Padua 1982,177-86; Esser, Der Brief des hl. Franziskus an den hl.
Antonius von Padu, in Franz. St. 31 (1949) 135-51; Esser, Studien zu den Opuscula
43,2, Rome 1973.
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of expressions. The copied manuscripts are inserted into collections of the
Writings of St. Francis, and all agree on the matter of the "writing dictated by
Francis to Brother Anthony of Spain." The codices examined by Esser'* are
unanimous in carqring the text of the letter. The circumstances that
prompted it are not knovm. The date is certainly after the approval of the
Later Rule inNovember 1223.

2. The Original Text

a) The Latin text and English transhtion

A second problem is the search for the authentic text, given the
many variants reported by the copyists.

Let us take Esser's edition," which is the result of careful collation.
The original Latin is as follows:

Fratri Antonio episcopo meo

frater Franciscus salutem.
Placet m,ihi qaod. sacram theohgiam legasfratribus
dumm.oda inter huius studiuru, orationis et devotionis
spiritum nun extinguas
sicut in regula continetar.

The English translation reads:'o
Brother Francis sends greetings
to Brotber Anthony, my Bishop.

I am. pleased that you teach sared theolog to the brothers
proaiding that, as is contained in the Rule,
you d.o not extinguish the Spirit of prayer and deaotion
daring study of this kind.

b) Modifications

Let us look at certain differences, additions or modifications that
are significant. First there is the name. Some read: To nry dearly beloaed

Brother Anthony. The substitution was made because the title my bishop

seemed strange. But the title "bishop" seems preferable, because it indicates
a primary and authoritative preacher. Celano" notes that "bishop" means

'*Esser examined ten codices, besides the written statements of five
Franciscan chroniclers between 1369 and 1586.

"K. Esser, Gli scritti di san Francesco d'fusisi, Padua 1982, 183.

- 'nlHgre Ossanna gives the Italian translation from the FF. The English
translation is from FA:ED I,107 - Trans.]

"2c 163;FF 747,note 185.
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one who speaks in the name of the actual bishop, one who is authorizedby
the bishop-in short, the official preacher.

Some manuscripts expand the word greetings by adding in the Lord,
in order to make the greeting more evangelical and ecclesial. It is an obvious
addition to the text's simplicity.

The term I am pleased is more important. Francis clearly expresses

his personal approval of Brother Anthony's initiative. It is not a licentia
docendi ("permission to teach") granted by church authority or by the Order,
since Francis was no longer general minister."

In a stylistic variant, the word qaod is often rendered by at, in order
to give a classical nrist to what was originally medieval Latin.

Tbat you teacb sared theolog. Brother Anthony is a "lector" or
teacher. Francis avoids calling him "master," a term contrary to the Gospel.
He prefers the technical term. Some have that you interpret.

Flere, theolog or sared theohg is understood not so much as a

school, such as that of the Paris doctors, but rather preparation for
preaching. Anthony himself gives it a more concrete meaning; his theology
is expressed in the Serrnones, notin lectures.

To tbe brothers. It should be noted that the school for which
permission is given is not for a particular group limited to clerics or priests.
It is for all the brothers who wish to answer the call to preaching. Even the
lay members can preach, but in order to be approved for this they must be
prepared. Note that the common t:lJie brother applies to Francis as well as to
Anthony or the students. It is a brothers' school for the brothers.

Francis places one condition on tlre creation of this school of
theology. There is a primacy to be preserved in theology, preaching and
work. The monks, especially the Benedictines, called it the "primary of
God." Francis expresses it in terms of prese*irg a respect for holy prayer
and devotion. In the Franciscan school, study is not pure speculation or
rationalism; it is faith and devotion deepened in the light of reflection.

In some manuscripts, as in the critical edition, the verb is in the
second person singular: you d.o not extinguish. In others, it is in the third
person, passive voice: it not be extingaished. Still others have they do not
extingaish, as in Chapter V of the Rule.

In some manuscripts, afteryoa do not extinguish we rcad in yourself or
in others. Study can cause this spirit to be lost in both teachers and students.

'*According to Abate, autlorization could have been given by the bishop of
Bologna; cfr. op.cit., 281.
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In order to reaffirm this, some have added these words, but they are implicit
in the general meaning.

As is contained in tbe Rule. This refers to Chapter V of the Later Rule

of November 29, L223. From this we conclude that the letter is from the

end of 1223 or early 1224, and that for Francis study is also work, a gift of
God.

The final greeting, aale, is often amplified by tryrng to "stcta'lize"

the classical Roman farewell. We frnd Fareuell in the Lord ot The Lord giue

yua peece. Three manuscripts contain the addition: and pray for rne.

A short phrase, parenthetical as it were, is often added after the

words spirit of deaotion The phrase, whicb I greatly desire, seems meant to
stress ifr" importance of that placet, to emphasize Francis's desire to
transform even the school of theology into a Franciscan school. Let us take a

moment to see what this spirit of prayer and devotion means for Francis.

3. The Spirit of Devotion
The most profound meaning of the words sqirit of holy prayer and

deaotion is recorded in Chapter V of the Rule, which says that work must not

overshadow prayer." It is not simply monasticism's strong remindet, ora et

labora, with the primacy given to prayer, to the opus Dei.In Franciscanism

prayer and the work of God do not consist only in pra4nq the Divine

bfE... All work is service of God and must be performed faithfully and

devotedly, *ith no division berween prayer and spirit of prayer. In work-
and the ietter to Brother Anthony speaks of that work which is study-this
spirit must remain. It must not be extinguished but allowed to act and

operate.'"

The spirit of prayer and devotion presupposes the presence of the

Spirit of the Lord, which is the Holy Spirit and is expressed il two forms:

piry"t and devotion. The expression used most often is "the Spirit of the

Loid,"" that Spirit which brought about the birth ofJesus from M"ry, which

causes Elizabeih to rejoice and Zechariah to prophesy, which led Jesus into

the desert, which is given to the Church at Pentecost. Flere the Spirit is

called the Spirit "of prayer" because it inspires those who pray, gives them

the boldn"ti to ask the Father. It is the spirit of prayer that is made in

""Those brothers to whom the Lord has given the grace of working may

work faithfrrlly and devotedly so that...th"J do not extinguiih $:Igt:it 9f L"-ly
prry".""a deiotion to which'all temporal things must conuibute" (ER V, 1-2)' Cfr'
LRVII.

"'Cfr. also RCI VII: "The Manner of Working."

"LR x.
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Christ's name and is heard, that is contemplation even before it is petition.
It is the spirit that causes Anthony of Padua to conclude several of his
Sermones with a prayer, entrusting to the Lord the fruit of his preaching and
inviting his students to pray. The usual formula is: Tberefore let us ask...

But it is also a spirit of devotion. In the language of the Bible and
the Gospels, as well as that of Francis, this expression indicates how to study
and teach. To the work of hands and mind it adds the work of the heart,
which sees further, which acts out of love, which transforms "reading" and
"learning" into a gift. The school becomes a classroom not only for
knowledge, but for wisdom, for life. It transforms the act of teaching and
Iistening into a grace-filled sacrament."

Thus Francis wanted schools of theology-not only the official
ones, but also the less structured ones present in every community where
brothers ediS, brothers by sharing their gifts with one another.

Whether the letter to Brother Anthony is authentic or not, the
great message remains.

4. The Theology of St Anthony
When St. Francis gave his approval for Brother Anthony to teach

theology to the brothers, what did he mean by theology?

This was the time of the medieval schools, connected in part to the
monasteries, to the abbeys that preserved the faith and placed it above
reason. Or else they were schools connected to the bishops and cathedrals,
schools that studied above all moral theology and liturgy. The struggle had
already begun between Bernard (who managed to have Abelard
exconununicated) and those intent on stressing the importance of reason,
almost to the point of opposing it to faith. The bishops, especially the best
of them, looked with some concern on the universities that were springing
up and bringing Greek philosophy, mediated through the reflection of Arab
thinkers, to bear the study of religious truths. Anthony studied theology at
Coimbra where there was a big library and where he had masters who had
attended the Paris schools. His theological education reflects the experience
of Augustine and European learning prior to the great seholasticism. For
him, to do or teach theology means to engage revelation and reflect upon it
under the guidance of faith.

"St. Bonaventure, recalling Francis's placet with regard to the study of
theology, urges: "...as long as, after ihe example-of Christ, of whom we read that he
pyy:d more than he read, they [the brothersJ do not neglect zeal for prayer" (LMaj
)tr, 1).
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Anthony's theology is clearly marked by five characteristics. The
most obvious is the presence of Sacred Scripture, the Word of God
expressed and transmitted through the Bible translated byJerome. A look at
one of his sermons is enough to show that Gregory IX was right to have
called Anthony the "Ark of the Covenant and the Library of Holy
Scripture."

This first characteristic is followed by a second, common to many
medieval scholars, but exceptional in St. Anthony, who wrote his serrnons
without access to a library and worked at them for just two years, from 1228
to 1230. It is his use of patristic thought. To explain the mystery, Anthony
most often cites the Fathers, especially the great Fathers of the West:
Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome and Gregory. He cites a dozen of Ambrose's
works and about twenty of Augustine's. Among the Eastern Fathers he
mentions Origen, Chrysostom, John Damascene and Germanus of
Constantinople. Along with the Fathers, the great masters of the monastic
schools enter into Anthony's theology: the Victorines and abbots such as

Bede, Caesarius of Arles, Rabanus Maurus and Fulgentius of Ruspe. V"ry
often cited is Isidore of Seville, eleven of whose worl<s are mentioned in
addition to the Etymologies. Anthony's doctrine is strongly marked by
thinkers closer to him in time: Peter Lombard, Peter Damian, Peter the
Chanter and Albert the Great, who was still living when St. Anthony uras

teaching.

Less evident is the presence of the authority of the magisterium,
even though Anthony's theology is open to the teachings of the Nicene-
Constantinopolitan Creed, the Athanasian Creed, and conciliar decrees,
including those of the most recent council, Lateran fV in 1215. In its
development his theology also follows the liturgy, with the texts chosen by
the Church.

A fourth characteristic is his practice of introducing into his
explanation of the faith the thought and style of the great Latin authors. He
cites Cato and Virgil, Tibullus and Varro, Cicero and Seneca, Juvenal and
Martial, Ovid and Pliny. Aristotle is cited, not so much for his philosophical
ideas as for his History of Anirnab.

This brings us to the fifth most obvious characteristic of Anthony's
writings: the abundant presence of the science of the time, especially
astrology and botany, but above all lengthy references to the life and habits
of animals. He uses the Papias Vocabulista and the Physiohgus lotinus. This is a
most interesting element that recent studies have especially stressed." St.

"Cfr. A. Poppi (ed.), Le fonti e la teologia d.ei Serm,oni antoniani, Padua 1982;
Acts of the International Conference held in Padua in 1981; cfr. also AA.VV.,
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Anthony's theology is certainly rich in its many sources of inspiration. It
shows us how a large amount of human knowledge could find a place in the
school of the first Franciscans and thus become a means of transmitting
religious truth through preaching.

With his rich theology, Anthony seems not only to anticipate
Bonaventure's reductio artiarn ad theohgiarn, but also to warn that revelation
must not be separated from culture or history. In this he heralds the reform
of ecclesiastical studies proposed by Vatican II in its Deree on tbe Training of
Pries*, which would initiate the interdisciplinary study of theology and call
for ongoing formation for preaching.

Conclusion
Rereading Francis's placet to the school of Anthony, in its

authenticity and its viewpoint, we may draw three conclusions.

The brothers who are called to build up, renew and serve the
Church must be formed for true and authentic service by the Spirit of the
Lord and by engaging in study that will form apostles and make them docile
collaborators with the Word for the salvation of people. Celano expresses

this clearly:

He [Francis] wanted ministers of the word of God to be intent on spiritual
study and not hindered by other duties. He said that these men were
heralds chosen by a great king to deliver to the people the decrees received
from his mouth. For he used to say: "The preacher must first secredy draw
in by prayer what he later pours out in sacred preaching; he must first of all
grow warm on the inside, or he will speak frozen words on the outside."r*

Francis's placet to the theology of Anthony, and in general to
theology studied with the Spirit of the Lord, opens the way and explains the
great eulory of theologians spoken by Francis in his Testarnent: "And we
must honor all theolograns and those who minister the most holy and divine
words and respect them as those who minister to us spirit and life."" Celano
adds: "They are the life of the body, the opponents of demons, the lamp of
the world."'n

Serm.ones Dom.inicales et feaiai ad fiden, codiatm recogniti,3 vols., Padua 1979, vol.l., De

fontibus, pp. LXVII-DOilI; cfr. also B. Costa, AtMerula et corigendn. Editioni criticae
Sermones. s. Antonii, Padua 1983.

'rzc 163.

"Test 13.

'ozc 163.
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Jot- of Parma was accustomed to say that the Order rests on the
rwo pillars of holiness and learning. But, he added, the brothers must make
certain that learning does not destroy holiness." There is the danger of
turning the gospel story of Cana around, changing the good wine into water
instead of changing the water into good wine for the wedding that gladdens
the fraternity. He urges us not to stop with dry erudition, not to foster the
search for curiosities, not to remain in the sterile hunger for knowledge.

It is an authoritative commentary on Francis's letter, already
anticipated by St. Anthony. In teaching theolory, he recalls Jacob's ladder,
which must be well supported on the ground, but which is made to be
climbed; and we climb by means of learning and the Spirit, through the
labor of study and the power of prayer."

"chrTE)trII.
'*S. Antonii, Sermones dominicales et festivi, dominica II in Quadragesima,

I,88-89,113.


